Hey presto
GENERAL INFORMATION.
My Uncle Mort used to have two soldering irons in his shop…a little cheap 15-watter he used for repairing radios1 and
tinkering with Cousin Elwood's toy train hookup, and a honking great American Beauty, used for wiring infernal machines
out in the barn, that dimmed all the lights in Idaho when he plugged it in. Uncle Mort's death ray didn't work all that well
(most of the time it wouldn't even slow up a mouse, let alone a moose) but he had fun with it. Trouble was, the American
Beauty got so hot and stayed so hot that Mort had to be very careful after using it, or he'd burn the barn down. This vexed
Aunt Addie something fierce. What Uncle Mort needed but didn't have was a Hakko Presto.
The Hakko P-980 and P-981 'Presto' irons are light-duty soldering irons with a difference. That difference is a switch
allowing the user to kick up the power for occasional heavy-duty applications. Normally a 20-watt device (or a tip
temperature of ~600ºF., if you prefer), 130 watts (a tip temperature of >1000ºF.), are available when called upon (though
only for a brief time - 30 seconds at the most). The 980 is pencil style; the 981, pistol-style, so you can get the shape that
suits you…see the picture:

Look in the red circle for the control switch. Press that switch and immediately the power jumps to 130 watts…but be
careful! That's a lot of heating power, and holding the switch for too long can overheat the iron. It is, after all, designed for
occasional high-power use. If you need high power all the time, permit me to commend to your kind attention several other
Hakko irons, which you can see on this web-site, up to and including the really immense 200-watt 'Matchless'.
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Uncle Mort claimed to be able to fix anything from your car to a traffic ticket and maybe he could. He learned to fix radios in the
1930s, when Roosevelt Minor was in office. Every time a 'fireside chat' came on, Mort would throw the radio out of the window.
Then he'd have to get it working again before 'One Man's Family' came on or Aunt Addie would skin him alive.

